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Your Guide to Real Estate Investing
If you want to discover the shortcuts to making huge profits through flipping
houses to become financially independent and live your dream life, then keep
reading Do you know what the quickest and most efficient way to make profits out
of real estate investment is? In 2017, 200,000 homes were bought and sold in the
US within a twelve-month period. That’s 6% of all the single-family homes and
condos sold during the whole of the year. Do you know why? It’s because these
houses were flipped. Imagine buying a house, then quickly renovating it, before
selling it four weeks later at a profit A good house flipper can turn a month of work
and investment into a year’s worth of profits, all because they understand the
secrets to successful real estate investment, and how to rehab and resell a home.
The average profit margin for a flipped home in 2018 was $29,342. That’s the
average for the whole of the United States. If you know where the most profitable
house flipping locations are, then you can easily reap 6-figure profits. A skilled
house flipper knows more than just where to invest, but also when to invest. Too
many people think that they only need to learn the 70% rule and then they’ll
become a house flipping tycoon and be rich in no time. But a skilled house flipper
understands that calculating risk correctly, based on numerous considerations, is
the secret to becoming a house flipping success instead of a flipping flop. These
skills can be learned, as long as you have a willingness to put in the time and effort
required. Mindset and work ethic go a lot further in real estate investment than
fancy degrees or even a huge bank balance. You just need to start learning, and
then you’ll start house flipping in no time. In this book, “Real Estate Investing –
Flipping Houses”, you will discover: * The 8 key ways to secure financing * The
most important consideration when choosing the right real estate farm area * How
to choose who to buy from and why * The 10 places you need to go to locate the
very best real estate deals * The secret formulas for profitable home flipping * How
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to become a killer negotiator, who always makes the best deals * The 7 questions
you must ask before hiring a contractor * The techniques to becoming a ruthless
closer * How to apply for the most beneficial license every house flipper needs to
have And much, much more. House flipping sounds so easy and so profitable to do,
that it’s too good to be true. It is this kind of thinking that makes people sit on their
sofas, thinking about what could be, rather than discovering the proven methods
to house flipping, that has turned millions of former nobodies into millionaires.
Even if you’ve never heard of house flipping before, you can invest in real estate
and make quick, effective profits. You just need to discover the secrets to a
successful house flipping operation. If you want to discover how to flip homes and
reap huge, quick profits, then you need this book today!

The BizBuySell Guide to Selling Your Small Business
Produced by BizBuySell, the Internet's largest marketplace for businesses for sale,
and written in conjunction with Small Business Strategist, Barbara Findlay Schenck,
author of best-selling business books including Selling Your Business For Dummies,
this guide provides a comprehensive overview of the small business sales process
including actionable advice and step-by-step instructions to help maximize selling
success.

Absolute Beginner's Guide to Computer Basics
I will go ahead and stop you. This book is only for the real estate agents out there
that understand. you have to do the work. You can't pay someone to do your pushups for you - Jim Rohn I wrote this book based on my own personal experience and
16 years of listing expired properties. In this book I go through a complete expired
listing system. You will learn:1. Why You should be working on Expired Listings2.
Why listings expired (other than price)3. Why are all of these Sellers angry (and
how to overcome it)4. Why you should use a script (includes my expired script)5.
What to do before you show up to an expired listing appointment6. How to
compete with top agents in your market for these listings7. What to do at expired
listing appointments8. What to do if you Don't get the listing9. Where to get
contact information for expired listings****Bonus**** Includes a chapter titled
$100,000 notebook plan. I share this with my group coaching members. This plan
will help you ramp up your listing business and put $100,000 in your pipeline
within a matter of a couple of weeks (disclaimer, this requires you to work)

How to Invest in Real Estate
Flipping Houses For Dummies
In The Book of YES, you will find the most powerful scripts in the real estate
industry today. If you're tired of the same old sales scripts or if you've done away
with them all together, I know how you feel because I've been there. I was tired of
seeing the same B.S.(bad sales) approaches and I wanted something that felt more
natural for me. So I started creating my own scripts, for the simple reason that I
hated being told, "No." For me nothing was worse than that feeling of rejection. I
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was determined to figure out the perfect thing to say in every situation, and how to
say it in a way that would cause sellers and buyers to want to say "Yes!" to me
every time. This book is the result of that quest. And I've broken it in two unique
parts so you can spend less time reading it, and more time using the life changing
scripts inside. Part 1 will give you the foundation for making the scripts work for
you. Not just some of the time, but every time! You'll master how to inspire sellers
to say "YES" to you giving you the magic key to unlock the success you want as a
real estate agent. Part 2 Is the actual scripts that allow you to have smooth,
choreographed conversations that lead you down the path to more success and
more income. included in this section are Prospecting scripts for sellers that lead
up to the listing appointment. My unique Listing Presentation Scripts with examples
of exactly how to deliver them for maximum impact. The Buyer Scripts that I've
personally used for years to build my own real estate business from scratch. The
Objection scripts that will show you how to overcome any objection with ease and
never be scrambling for words when a client throws you a curveball. In all there are
27 scripts in this book that will show you how to handle any situation,
conversation, and objection that might come your way. And each script has been
tested, tweaked and perfected. How do I know this? Because I've used each and
every one of them to close millions of dollars worth of real estate in my nearly 2
decade career. I've also taken the time to include things I've picked up over my
career that will help take you beyond the scripts How to identify resistance and
influence triggers so you can naturally use the right words and phrases that gets
more clients saying YES to you. My practice techniques for memorizing and using
these scripts to their full impact. You won't just be pulling words from your
memory, you'll be speaking from the heart so you come across as genuine. The
"tiny tweaks" that turn a regular script into something powerful. These seemingly
little differences can have a huge impact in the way a prospect or client responds
to what you say. The 9 Keys to more powerful conversations that go way beyond
just the words you say to a client. I've mastered all 9 of these techniques and each
one has made a huge difference in how I present myself to clients. The Book of YES
is an action guide, not a book of theory. Think of it as YOUR PLAY BOOK for the key
conversations you have with sellers and buyers. Along with the scripts you will find
tactical notes on how to use the script, why it works, and when to modify the script
for various situations. This book is not about intimidating your clients to agree with
you, it's about inspiring them to say YES. And the more they do, the more
abundance and success you will have in your life. The ultimate YES is saying YES to
your goals, your dreams and your family so you can create the lifestyle that you
want.

How to Write a Business Plan
Real estate day trading is using the Internet to buy and sell houses without leaving
home. In many cases, the investor closes on a house and resells it the same day.
Readers will learn the author's system for how to buy and sell 5-10 houses a month
in today's market, using the Internet, phone, fax, and email to analyze, research,
and find the properties, buyers, and others needed for the transaction. Author
Larry Goins has personally done deals in nine different states and has students in
the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, China, Israel, the Philippines, and
Denmark. Day trading can be used for wholesaling properties to other investors,
retailing, lease options, short sales, foreclosure investing, etc. The basic steps are:
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Search online for potential properties to make offers on, using specific techniques
for finding the right ones. Once an offer is accepted, usually within 1-2 weeks, put
it on paper using clauses included in the book, and get the property inspected by a
rehab contractor to get a free estimate of how much the repairs will cost. This is
done by finding reputable contractors online and through referrals from realtors
and through autoresponders. Order an appraisal. Sell it fast! Using the buyers list
you have built on the internet through email marketing groups, social networking
sites, blogs, free classified sites, bank-owned property sites, and more, send an
email with the details of the property and instructions on how they can get the
property under contract. Usually within two hours several potential buyers will
reply. Set up a closing to buy it and to sell it on the same day; closings are about
30 minutes apart. By it at 10:00 and sell it at 10:30, for example. There are many
ways to fund and close on the property. The book will contain step-by-step, easy
processes for assignments, options, flex options, simultaneous closings, using hard
money, private money, cash partners, and credit partners, none of which will
require an investor's own cash or credit. With praise from New York Times
Bestselling Author Dr. Albert Lowery, Robert Shemin, Frank McKinney and foreword
by Michael E. Gerber. Larry Goins (Lake Wylie, SC; www.larrygoins.com) is one of
the real estate industry's most popular speakers. He buys and sells 5-15 houses a
month all over the US, in today's difficult market, from the comfort of his office.
Larry speaks live an average of twice a week and holds two to three
teleconferences a week. He is licensed as a mortgage lender, mortgage broker,
real estate broker, and general contractor in North and South Carolina. Larry
served as President (2003 & 2004) of the Metrolina Real Estate Investors
Association in Charlotte, NC, a not-for-profit organization that has over 350
members (it is also the local chapter of the National Real Estate Investors
Association). He has been investing in real estate for over 20 years.

Money: A Love Story
The time is right for a book that can show the millions of ordinary Americans how
to take advantage of the new explosion in financial information, advice, and
products available on the Internet. The text starts by outlining the basic principles
of a sound investment strategy and then proceeds to reveal services available
online.

How to Sell Your Home
Brand New Third Edition! This book is for brand new Agents and experienced
Agents looking to jump start their business. It's not a book for everyone. The book
is for Honest Real Estate Agents who care about their customers, work hard and
want to make a difference in helping other people. One of the drawbacks of most
real estate schools is they teach you only how to pass the real estate exam. They
don't teach you how to succeed as a Real Estate Agent once you get your license.
This is the book for you because it will help you hit the ground running once you
get your license. In the past five years thousands of new Agents have bought this
book as they embark on their career in real estate.

The Beginner's Guide to Real Estate Wealth
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Trading in the ?daily grind? and living a life of financial independence is simpler to
do than you might think. With this new model for real estate investing success, you
will transform the way you think about investing and you will set your course
towards financial independence. Finally, you will have the time, money, and peace
of mind to leave the ?rat-race? behind and live the life you have always dreamed
of living. This is the last real estate investing book you will ever need!You will
discover how to:Turn inexpensive houses into ?virtual money-machines? that
consistently churn out returns of over 400%!Start with a small nest-egg and parlay
it into several hundred thousand dollars of equity in as little as 24 months ? part
time!Completely avoid the risks and hassles of landlording!Generate large up-front
payments from your tenants that you can use to purchase even more
properties!Negotiate leases where your tenants willingly accept the majority of
responsibility for upkeep and repairs!Build competition amongst prospective
tenants and have them clamoring to pay you above market rents!Comes complete
with forms, checklists, and a comprehensive list of resources ? all that you need to
build a personal wealth creation action-plan!

How to Be An Expired Master
Now in a newly updated second edition, this guide covers all the ins and outs of
buying, renovating, and reselling distressed properties at big profits. Berges shows
investors how to excel at every aspect of flipping, from finding great deals to
analyzing property values, negotiating sales, and closing deals.

The Software Encyclopedia
Guides beginning users through basic PC operations in Microsoft Windows,
demonstrating how to print letters, manage finances, shop online, send and
receive e-mail, and customize the desktop.

The Book on Negotiating Real Estate
Author, teacher and financial manager Mike McKeever shows how to write the
business plan and loan package necessary to finance a new or expanding business
and make it work. Includes fill-in-the-blank financial forms, sample business plans
and a streamlined method for writing a business plan in one day.

Success as a Real Estate Agent For Dummies
In Jason Morris' Book you will find a FSBO system that is now being used by real
estate agents all over the country. The system and process contained in these
pages have been documented, tested and successful in even the toughest markets
in the United States.. This book is based off of my Youtube series called Jason
Morris FSBO Master. I have been consistently listing FSBOs for over 12 years. I
started the series and my Facebook Group Real Estate Agents that REALLY work
because I was tired of seeing real estate agents getting taken advantage of and
sold products by people who never sold real estate. I wrote this book because I
wanted new agents and agents new to FSBO to have a cost effective system they
could start taking action with TODAY! In this book you will learn: My 6 favorite
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FSBO Sources My FSBO Script How to build your FSBO follow up system How to
price FSBOs to win How to set up your pre-listing package How to set up your net
sheet How to effectively present your paperwork How to build a tough mindset
How to win at listing presentations Then I tie all of the pieces together so you can
quickly start taking action. This is your Playbook for FSBOs. ***Bonus** This book
contains a coupon for $150 off of REDx FSBO lead service and their other lead
products plus a 50% off coupon for Jason's group coaching This is what other
agents have said about my FSBO Master system After being referred to Jason
Morris 's YouTube channel; I immediately saw results. 4 calls in I had my first listing
appointment and I haven't looked back since. Using Jason Morris systems is the
best thing I could have done. Craig Bertrand - Sioux Empire Home Team I have
listened to Jason's FSBO master series several times. I use his approach on all my
listing appointments I used to have a conversion rate of 25%. The last 4
appointments I went on I got three out 4 listed. His sales process is what makes it
work. It is the best thing that has happened to my listing business since I have
been in the business. Darrell Self Broker /Owner DMD Realty After utilizing the
tools and techniques Jason teaches in his FSBO Master training I was able to get 3
listings from one prospecting session. Working part time I am closing 5
transactions this month for a total of $12,500 in commissions. If I can do it working
15 hours a week, so can you! Smile and dial! Adam Blacketter Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices Northern Indiana Real Estate The FSBO is one of the best prospects
and using these methods to harness them as possible clients I think is priceless! So
many people I have talked to have given up on the FSBO population. I am glad
there is training such as this for those of us that want to keep building on that part
of our database. Chris Johnson Myrtle Beach, SC ason Morris FSBO system is a
great fit for every personality. Whether you're struggling or just getting started
then you need this! Gary Cherkas - Crescent Palm Llc Jason's FSBO master series is
a top tier system and if you follow it religiously will make you a ton of money!
Daniel Gardner Agent Owned Summerville SC Jason's series on FSBOs has helped
grow my business. His teachings are very straightford and easy to follow. I wanted
something different so I don't sound like every other agent. Thank you Jason
Morris! Greg Speckman Nashville, Keller Williams Realty When I was younger my
father always told me. "If you want to be successful, follow someone who is
successful" Jason Morris is definitely a Master with for sale by owners and he
proves his success every year listing over 50 plus properties a year. If you would
like to kick-start your business I would highly recommend Jason Morris William J.
May - Torrance California

Paperbound Books in Print
By the author of the bestselling guide, What Every Real Estate Investor Needs to
Know about Cash Flow (McGraw-Hill, 2004) Develop a command of the essential
formulas and concepts that underlie income-property investing: * Capitalization
Rate * Net Operating Income * Present Value * Debt Coverage Ratio * Internal Rate
of Return and much more Here Gallinelli revisits the 37 key metrics from his Cash
Flow book and guides you through examples that will lead you to mastery of those
concepts. He then takes you beyond those formulas to the next level, with detailed
case studies of four different properties: * Single-Family Rental * Renovation
Project * Apartment Building * Strip Shopping Center You'll analyze these
properties with him and learn to look behind the numbers, to think like a successful
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investor and to recognize both the opportunities and the perils you might
encounter when you invest in real estate. Frank Gallinelli is the founder and
President of RealData, Inc., one of the real estate industry's leading software firms
since 1982. He has written several books and numerous articles on real estate
investing, and teaches income-property analysis in Columbia University's Master of
Science in Real Estate Development program.

The Beginner's Guide to Real Estate Investing
With over 1,000 successful real estate deals between them, the authors combine
the science of negotiation with real world experience to dive into all aspects of the
real estate negotiation process -- from the first interaction with a buyer or seller, to
renegotiating the contract after unexpected issues arise, to last-minute
concessions at closing. Aimed at real estate investors and agents at any level, this
book not only covers all aspects of negotiating real estate deals, but also contains
dozens of true-life stories that highlight how strong negotiation can result in more
and better deals, as well as dialogue that will teach you what to say and how to
say it, strengthening your ability to close profitable transactions.

The Complete Guide to Flipping Properties
Your Guide to Real Estate Investing is a broad overview of the world of real estate
investing including most of the common methods to get involved with this
discipline. This book will provide the reader with enough information to become
familiar with the basics of real estate financing, investing, and exit strategies.

The Unofficial Guide to Real Estate Investing
Experienced real estate agent and investor Mindy Jensen shares countless tips,
tricks, and tactics to help you sell your home quickly and easily. Her practical, realworld advice will help you turn your house into a buyer's dream and give you the
know-how to sell for top dollar! Nine questions to ask when interviewing potential
real estate agents ; How to make the interior and exterior of your home shine on a
small budget ; Vital clauses in the listing contract (don't let an agent take
advantage of you!) ; Pricing your home to sell fast - and for more than the asking
price ; How to handle showings when you have kids, pets, or clutter ; Powerful
negotiating strategies to sell for the highest price ; Six ways to ensure your home
appraises for the highest amount possible ; So much more! -- back cover.

Getting Started in Real Estate Day Trading
True or false? In selling high-value products or services: 'closing' increases your
chance of success; it is essential to describe the benefits of your product or service
to the customer; objection handling is an important skill; open questions are more
effective than closed questions. All false, says this provocative book. Neil Rackham
and his team studied more than 35,000 sales calls made by 10,000 sales people in
23 countries over 12 years. Their findings revealed that many of the methods
developed for selling low-value goods just don‘t work for major sales. Rackham
went on to introduce his SPIN-Selling method. SPIN describes the whole selling
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process: Situation questions Problem questions Implication questions Need-payoff
questions SPIN-Selling provides you with a set of simple and practical techniques
which have been tried in many of today‘s leading companies with dramatic
improvements to their sales performance.

53 Strategies to Get More Listings
Stop Paying Rent! Are you ready to make the leap into home ownership, but more
than a little nervous about taking that big step? Never fear. The Absolute
Beginner's Guide to Buying a House is here to help you learn everything you need
to know to find your perfect home at a price you can afford. You'll discover how to:
·Choose the real estate agent right for you ·Find the perfect house: price, location,
size, and style ·Determine which type of loan is best for you ·Save money using the
right negotiation strategies for your market ·And much more!

How to Make $100,000+ Your First Year as a Real Estate Agent
RICH DAD, POOR DAD: WHAT THE RICH TEACH THEIR KIDS
ABOUT MONEY -THAT THE POOR AND MIDDLE CLASS DO NOT.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER ** USA Today Bestseller ** Los Angeles Times Bestseller **
Wall Street Journal Bestseller A lively and practical guide on how to sell anything
and achieve long-term success in business Ryan Serhant was a shy, jobless hand
model when he entered the real estate business in 2008 at a time the country was
on the verge of economic collapse. Just nine years later, he has emerged as one of
the top realtors in the world and an authority on the art of selling. Sell It Like
Serhant is a smart, at times hilarious, and always essential playbook to build
confidence, generate results, and sell just about anything. You'll find tips on: --The
Seven Stages of Selling--How to Find Your Hook--Negotiating Like A BOSS--How to
Be a Time Manager, Not a Time Stealer--And Much More! Through useful lessons,
lively stories, and vivid examples, this book shows you how to employ Serhant's
principles to increase profits and achieve success. Your measure of a good day will
no longer depend on one deal or one client, wondering what comes next; the next
deal is already happening. And Serhant's practical guidance will show you how to
juggle multiple deals at once and close all of them EVERY. SINGLE. TIME. Whatever
your business or expertise, Sell It Like Serhant will make anyone a master at sales.
Ready, set, GO!

The America Online Money Guide
There's no guide to learning how to let go. The path is filled with twists and turns,
ups and downs, and a mess of feelings that sometimes are left unsaid. This
collection of essays explores a moment in someone's life while they're on that
journey and learning how to put themselves back together while leaving other
moments behind. Heartbreaking at times and always unapologetically honest, 'So
Before I Let You Go' is sure to make you feel seen and understood, no matter
where you are in your own journey of learning to let go.
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Selling Your House For Dummies
Having a good relationship with money is tough—whether you have millions in the
bank or just a few bucks to your name. Why? Because just like any other
relationship, your life with money has its ups and downs, its twists and turns, its
breakups and makeups. And just like other relationships, living happily with money
really comes down to love—which is why love is the basis of money maven Kate
Northrup’s book. After taking the Money Love Quiz to see where on the spectrum
your relationship with money stands—somewhere between "on the outs" and "it’s
true love!"—Northrup takes you on a rollicking ride to a better understanding of
yourself and your money. Step-by-step exercises that address both the emotional
and practical aspects of your financial life help you figure out your personal
perceptions of money and wealth and how to change them for the better. You’ll
learn about thought patterns that may be holding you back from earning what
you’re worth or saving what you can. You’ll learn how to chart your current
financial life and create a plan to get you to where you want to be—whether that’s
earning enough to live in a penthouse in Manhattan or a cabin in the Rockies.
Using client stories and her own saga of moving from $20,000 of debt to complete
financial freedom by the age of 28, Northrup acts as a guide in your quest for
personal financial freedom. She’ll teach you how to shift your beliefs about money,
create a budget, spend in line with your values, get out of debt, and so much more.
In short, she’ll teach you to love your money, so you can love your life.

Sell It Like Serhant
This no-fluff book contains detailed, step-by-step training perfect for both the
complete newbie or seasoned pro looking to build a killer house-flipping business.
In this book you'll discover: --How to get financing for your deals, even with no
cash and poor credit! --How to evaluate a potential market or "farm" area! --What
types of properties you should buy, where and from whom! --How to find great
deals from motivated sellers! --How to evaluate deals quickly and accurately!
--How to make competitive offers and complete your due diligence efficiently and
effectively! --How to create a Scope of Work, a Budget and a Schedule! --How to
hire the best contractors and manage your rehab to completion! --How to get your
properties under contract for top dollar! --How to get your property to the closing
table as efficiently as possible so you can collect your check!

The Book on Flipping Houses
How to Be a Fsbo Master
My name is Jason Morris. I'm the founder of the Facebook Group Real Estate Agents
that REALLY work. This book is 53 Strategies to help real estate agents list more
homes and sell more real estate

Mastering Real Estate Investment
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Beginner's Guide to Building Wealth Buying Houses
A practical financial guide covers such topics as eliminating debt, investing simply,
making sound financial decisions, and revolutionizing relationsips with the flow of
money.

House Selling For Dummies
So Before I Let You Go
Sell your house in any market Whether you're selling your home yourself or using a
realtor, this helpful guide offers all the information you need to make an otherwisestressful undertaking go smoothly. In Selling Your House For Dummies, you'll find
plain-English, easy-to-follow information on the latest mortgage application and
approval processes, the hottest websites used in the house-selling process, and
revised tax laws that affect the housing and real estate markets. From the author
team behind America's #1 bestselling real estate book, Home Buying Kit For
Dummies, this book offers Eric Tyson and Ray Brown's time-tested advice,
recommendations, and strategies for selling your house given current market
conditions. From staging your home to utilizing technology to sell your house
directly to home buyers, this trusted resource is packed with tips and ideas to
make your home the most appealing house on the block. Prepare your property for
the best offer Stage and market your house successfully Negotiate and
successfully close the sale Make sense of contracts and forms used in the houseselling process Get the tried-and-true advice that will help you sell your property!

Forthcoming Books
Real Estate Investing – Flipping Houses
Jump-start your real estate career! How to Make $100,000+ Your First Year as a
Real Estate Agent is more than just an introduction to the ins and outs of the
industry; it's a step-by-step guide to beginning your career, with insider advice on
how to build a lucrative real estate practice. Whether you're just out of college,
changing careers, or looking to improve your game, you'll find fresh ideas on
maximizing your sales and commissions. Darryl Davis' system puts you on track to
a six-figure salary as he helps you Prepare for the real estate exam and get
licensed Find the right real estate office where you can truly excel Build a referral
base in just 12 months, starting from nothing Generate an endless supply of
quality listings-the bloodline to a successful real estate career Develop a network
with real estate professionals who can help you get ahead Packed with practical
tips, sound guidance, and valuable resources, this is the essential first step in your
new moneymaking career.

SPIN® -Selling
Success as a Real Estate Agent For Dummies shows you how to make your fortune
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in the real estate business. Whether you are looking to rev up your real estate
business, deciding whether to specialize in commercial or residential real estate, or
just interested in refining specific skills, this book is for you. This no-nonsense
guide shows you the fun and easy way to become a successful real estate agent. It
provides expert advice on acquiring the skills needed to excel and the respect and
recognition you’ll gain through making sales and generating profit. Soon you’ll
have all the tools you need to: Prospect your way to listings and sales Build a
referral-based clientele Work with expired and FSBO listings Plan and host a
successful open house Present and close listing contracts Market yourself and your
properties online and in print Negotiate contracts and avoid derailment Stake your
competitive position Achieve excellent relationships with clients Spend less time to
earn more money This guide features tips and tricks for working with buyers, musthaves for a successful real estate agent, and common pitfalls that can be avoided.
Also included is a list of Web sites for real estate agents that are valuable
resources for success. With Success as a Real Estate Agent For Dummies, you’ll
discover how to acquire key skills and get on track for a successful career!

Android User Interface Development
This guide provides an overview of the many components of the popular practice
of flipping properties. Coverage spans the flipping process from start to
finish—finding, buying, fixing up, and selling—and the variables needed to make all
of those steps successful and profitable. Also included is coverage on negotiating,
property inspections, mortgages, taxes, and working with contractors, brokers, and
real estate agents. The book is perfect for responsible investors who want to flip
houses the right way and steer clear of legal gray areas that get some investors
into trouble.

The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Buying a House
New how-to details on staging and curb appeal The fun and easy way? to minimize
selling hassles and get top dollar for your house Want to stand out to homebuyers
in today's crowded market? America's #1 bestselling real estate authors have
revised their classic guide to save you time and money as you prepare to sell your
property. They'll show you when to put your house on the market, the pros and
cons of FSBO, and the best ways to utilize the Internet, from online listings to
digital photos. Discover how to: * Prepare your property to attract buyers *
Determine your asking price * Hire the right real estate agent * Market and show
your house * Negotiate for the best offer

The Honest Real Estate Agent
Start making money today ---with the ultimate guide for first-time investors No
matter what the market does, real estate stilloffers plenty of moneymaking
opportunities. In thisnew edition of The Beginner's Guide to RealEstate Investing,
Gary W. Eldred presents the toolsand knowledge new investors need to get started
profitably. Packed with smart moneymakingstrategies and real-life stories from
successfulinvestors, this edition also covers the latestinformation on financing,
foreclosures, cash flow, and much more. You'll not only master the basics
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ofinvesting, but also discover specialized techniques that the pros rely on to grow
their long-term wealth. Concise yet comprehensive, this practical guide shows you
how to: * Find great deals on properties with big potential * Get started with low- or
no-down payment financing * Utilize creative financing options and otherpeople's
money * Buy low-cost foreclosures and REOs * Make value-adding improvements
to any property * Craft winning offers and negotiate like a pro * Manage rental
properties hassle-free * Flip investment properties for fast profit In addition, Eldred
shows you how to tailor yourinvestment strategy to make money almost anywhere,
in any type of market. With proven tech-niques, timeless principles, and totally upto-dateinformation, The Beginner's Guide to Real EstateInvesting, Second Edition is
the perfect place to start building a prosperous future --- today.

Financial Peace Revisited
Quickly design and develop compelling user interfaces for your Android
applications.

Simple and Sold
Over the many years that we've been serving real estate investors, one of the
most asked questions on our site has been, "How Do I Get Started in Real Estate
Investing?" New investors will love the fundamentals and even experienced
investors will appreciate the high-level view of strategies they may have never
even considered. Don't let some guru tell you what the right path is for you. Read
How to Invest in Real Estate and see all the paths in one place, so you can make
the best choice for you, your family, and your financial future. This book will help
new investors get a firm foundation to build their investing business upon. With
topics ranging from how to gain a solid real estate education, real estate niches,
financing, marketing, and more, this book is truly the definitive guide for helping
new investors learn the ropes.

Small Press Record of Books in Print
The Book of Yes
The Internet has great tools available for homeowners that are selling. This book
guides you through the process, whether you are using an agent or want to save
the commission and do it yourself.--Publisher.
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